INTRODUCTION
The paper by Kopainsky et al. walks the long, difficult road of rigorous socio-technical analysis before arriving at a simply stated conclusion about the adoption of improved maize varieties: that the existence of a strong reinforcing loop around trust creation is crucial. They say, "the social dynamics of trust building has the power to over-ride utility evaluations in the adoption decision" (Kopainsky et al., 2012 p. tba) . Certainly some more detailed actions are necessary but ultimately, if the trust mechanism can be put in place, then "adoption of seed from improved maize varieties would become a self-sustaining growth process without the need of further subsidies." This is perhaps the key policy insight from the modelling study. The authors state this clearly; "From a policy implication perspective, effective adoption stimulation policies should thus focus on measures that build trust in seed from improved maize varieties."
Is that it? Should one be surprised that, after so much effort involving conjoint analysis, formulation of ODEs, use of empirical numerical data to perform careful parameterisation, what results feels just a little like … a T-shirt slogan? Is this qualitative description of what is needed for success a 'policy insight'? The broader point has been made previously; "It may seem paradoxical but the results of a quantitative system dynamics study are qualitative insights" (Lane, 2000, p. 17) . So, more generally, should one be surprised that this is what system dynamics produces, that the field seems to advance the view that only policy insights of this nature can legitimately be generated by modelling studies? This Discussant's Comment suggest that this is indeed what constitutes a 'policy insight' from the perspective of system dynamics -but that legitimate discussion around this position is called for.
QUALITATIVE POLICY INIGHTS: A DEFINING FEATURE
A piece in a previous special issue of this journal suggested that the use of participative modelling and the application of modelling to big issues are two defining features of system dynamics . In fact, judged from the founding literature of the field, a case can be made for adding a third such feature: the eschewal of point forecasting and the acceptance of qualitative policy insights as the goal for modelling. The theory of system dynamics is clear on this point. In a methodological piece delivered in 1960 Forrester stated 14 ironically labelled 'obvious truths' (Forrester, 1960) . By this means he denigrated the idea that a model should "predict specific future actions"; that optimization should be the goal of modelling and that modelling should inform individual decisions (rather than guiding policies) (ibid., pp. 50-51). Rejecting these ideas folded into his subsequent book on the new approach (Forrester, 1961) . Forrester argued that "Industrial dynamics should not be undertaken as a method of forecasting specific future events or of guaranteeing the correctness of any specific decision" (p. 363). Rather the purpose is to impart to those involved in the modelling "a better intuitive feel [which] improves . . . judgement about the factors influencing . . . success" (p. 45). 2 In fact, this methodological stance can be seen in the first published case about system dynamics (Forrester, 1958) which concerned the inventory oscillation problem that had first provoked Forrester to push forward to create the field (Forrester, 1956 ). The case is significant because supply chains are still an important topic of study, this work having unearthed the phenomenon known today as the 'bullwhip effect' (Lane & Sterman, 2011) . Of course, the case is covered extensively in Industrial Dynamics and in subsequent works -a particularly effective presentation can be found in the book by Lyneis (1980) . Reading through these treatments of the problem of inventory oscillations the 'policy insights' that emerge are in line with Forrester's general methodological stance. Less than full attention to the supply line causes overshoot and under-shoot in stock levels. The rapid restoration of inventory to its desired level only comes at a cost of amplification of variation in orders. These are qualitative statements.
The aspiration displayed in this theory and in this case has behind it a modesty which is appropriately pragmatic. It is in line with the Ackoff view that a system cannot be 'captured' in a way that allows meaningful optimization. As discussed below, Ackoff argued that this is because a social system cannot be tied down and modelled in a way that captures all of its complexity and detail. Hence the idea of optimization is absurd and needs to be rejected. System dynamics adopts a very similar position. That is why policy insights are qualitative statements about modes of behaviour, appropriate performance indicators and effective leverage points. It is learning about things like this that is important, not the intricacies of the model or the seductive calls of its seemingly pseudoaccurate numerical output (Forrester, 1971a) . Modelling tries to improve the mental models of those managing the system. When they improve their understanding of dynamic complexity they return to the real system itself -with all of its complexity and detail now operating -and are better positioned to continue learning about how it works. In the title of his paper Sterman (1994) expresses beautifully what is going on: they are 'learning in and about complex systems'.
Fig. 1: Nine model characteristics comparing and contrasting modelling approaches aimed at
understanding with modelling aimed at prediction. From Randers (1980) . The subtle intertwining of the strands of this intellectual position is nicely captured by Randers (1980) . In exploring the distinctive aspirations of system dynamics he considered modelling used for Insight Generating Capacity
Prediction Understanding
Descriptive Realism Fig. 1 . Three dimensions are of particular relevance here. First, 'Point predictive ability' tests whether a model can predict with precision future events or effects. The chart expresses the field's lack of interest in this measure. Instead, the concern is with 'Mode reproduction ability': whether a model can generate a broad range of very different behaviour modes, as opposed to being tuned to one set of output measures. In what is arguably a rather biased race, system dynamics wins through. Where these lead is 'Insight generating capacity'. This measure concerns the ability of an approach to increase client understanding, to change people's mental models. Here the style of the approach and the iterative way in which it is employed results in a high 'score' for system dynamics. This chart powerfully demonstrates the way in which the different parts of the system dynamics worldview fit together, its sensible aspirations expressing not just a realistic view of the limitations of modelling but also a highly ambitious aspiration for what system dynamics can accomplish practically in the world of policy making.
ASIDE: EXTERNAL SUPPORT
Whilst the pursuit of qualitative policy insights is, I would argue, a defining feature of system dynamics, the field is not alone in the concerns behind that aspiration. The development of system dynamics, in particular its historical breaking away from mainstream OR/MS, has been considered elsewhere (Lane 1994; . However, it is worth noting here that also within OR/MS severe doubts were raised about the over-mathematicised, optimising, impractical style of work that was coming to the fore. Whilst a number of these critiques are discussed in , the work of Ackoff is particularly noteworthy. Ackoff can lay claim to being in at the founding of OR/MS, one measure of this being his co-authorship of one of the very earliest texts in the field (Churchman, Ackoff & Arnoff, 1957) . This is why his subsequent questioning of how some of the field's key assumptions had developed has been described as 'apostasy' (Kirby & Rosenhead, 2005) . Ackoff was highly critical of the implicit 'predict and prepare' approach of OR/MS and its focus on supposed objectivity and optimal solutions. He criticized objectivity as an impossible goal, arguing that conflict among stakeholders often derived from their different values and goals. Since these are inherently subjective, any pretence to 'objectivity' would necessarily suppress vital aspects of the situation under study. As mentioned earlier, he found the concept of optimality impractical and irrelevant. Impractical because it excluded aesthetics and de-emphasised means whilst emphasising the utility of ends, and irrelevant because social and organizational systems were subject to rates of change which in short order made any optimum out-dated. This stance was expressed across a number of papers (e.g. Ackoff, 1977 Ackoff, , 1979 Ackoff, , 1981 .
What we see here is the discussion of concerns very similar to those raised by Forrester and used to craft the methodological stance of system dynamics. Not all of these relate to the question of policy insights specifically, of course but there other points of contact with these ideas and the ideas of system dynamics. Ackoff saw his concerns as a call for a much more engaged form of OR/MS. Today his critiques are seen as a key step in the foundation of 'problem structuring methods', a suite of approaches more interested in the 'socio' part of socio-technical systems and much more concerned with creating learning and 'insight' (Rosenhead, 1989) .
DIFFICULTIES WITH 'POLICY INSIGHTS'
So, the founding literature of system dynamics establishes that models produce 'policy insights' and that these are qualitative in nature. However, sound as the underlying methodological reasoning is, the position produces difficulties. The first difficulty is that offering such policy insights is frequently not satisfying to clients in real world situations. My experience with system dynamics modelling, an experience shared by a number of leading management consulting firms with whom I have worked, has shown me that clients frequently feel short-changed by such 'policy insights'. There is something of the Sirens' Song about a forecast, a precise statement of what will happen. There seems to be an urge to possess a glimpse of the future and that urge is not fulfilled by qualitative statements. Yet, bizarrely, the urge for something more precise very quickly transforms itself as clients ask to know in detail the consequences of a policy and then treat with distrust an attempt to provide such detail. It seems that few things are more desired than an ability to know the future -and few things are more strongly derided than a forecast of that future. These remarks are certainly broad-brush and strongly reflect personal experience. However, the problem identified is usefully illuminated using the philosophy of scientific method; "The confusion of inductive and deductive modelling leads to paradox situations: models are built following the inductive approach-with high demands concerning the applicability of the results-when the best that can be hoped for are some general insights into system's behaviour" (Größler, 2008, p. 469) . Again, there is pressure for specificity, an example of what Forrester describes as, "system dynamics being drawn into attempting what the client wants even when that is unwise or impossible" (Forrester 2007, p. 363) . This problem also fits well with the experiences that form part of the second difficulty: that this idea of policy insight can be very difficult to convey, that such insights are rapidly taken to be forecasts no matter how strong the statements to the contrary. The most bewildering example of this returns the discussion to the workshop theme of sustainability because it concerns the widespread misunderstanding of the conclusions of World Dynamics / The Limits To Growth (Forrester 1971b , Meadows et al., 1972 . These works did not forecast. This was perfectly clear to me when I first read them. Their qualitative insight can be put in various ways. It might be taken as: 'nothing grows forever; all reinforcing growth processes must eventually encounter limits to their growth'. Alternatively, Randers (2000) beautifully expresses the insight in terms of sustainable harvesting levels of renewable resources. A version given by Forrester when he summarised the basic insight was:
"Limits are inevitable. If we evade one and continue growing, we will run into another. We don't have the option to grow forever … Our only option is to choose our own limits, or let nature choose them for us" (Forrester, quoted in Meadows, 2007, p. 193) .
Unfortunately, such policy insights are largely missing from the general discourse about these works that exists today. On publication they were the subject of serious -albeit sometimes acrimoniousdebate (e.g. McCutcheon, 1979) . But since then a curious legend has grown up about these books. If one was to rely only on that legend one might be forgiven for thinking that these works proposed a precise headcount for humanity on 5th September 2014, or a price to the closest cent for Aluminium in 2026, or that humanity was condemned to irresistible collapse, the knell of Doomsday firmly 'calendarised'. As Bardi -who described this phenomenon in considerable detail -puts it; "In the late 1980s, all that was remembered of the LTG book … was that it had predicted some kind of catastrophe at some moment in the future." (Bardi, 2008) . A similar situation followed the publication of the 20 year-on update (Meadows, 1992) : insights were ignored and the work was claimed, inaccurately, to have made ridiculous but precise forecasts. Perhaps this situation has something to do with resistance to ideas which challenge cherished shibboleths, or which challenge existing power relations. On that second note, Bardi offers a striking comparison with contemporary climate change denialists and the interests that he argues lurk behind this view. 3 However, my feeling is that this is 'merely' the most striking example of the general problem: people have difficulty understanding the non-predictive nature of system dynamics models.
IS THE POSITION ON 'POLICY INSIGHTS' SUSTAINABLE?
So can the field of system dynamics maintain this qualitative view of what constitutes a policy insight? A similar message does not seem to have proved to be sustainable in the field of OR/MS. Certainly North American OR/MS researchers have ignored Ackoff's message, continuing in hot pursuit of optimisation and precision -even though today insiders are critical of this approach on the basis that it separates OR/MS from real problems (Sodhi & Tang, 2008; . One can detect 'slippage' within system dynamics itself. The previously quoted comment from Grossler (2008) suggests this. Certainly one sees system dynamics work which appears to be more in the nature of forecasting. Indeed, the term 'policy engineering' has been used for a form of system dynamics which is concerned less with learning, more with solving; offering more quantitative than qualitative insights; connecting strongly with optimisation and forecasting activities (see Sharp, & Price, 1984 and Lane, 1999, pp. 514-5) . This is perhaps why in 2007 Forrester chose to return to the point, again arguing that a rejection of forecasting is fundamental to the nature of system dynamics (Forrester, 2007, pp. 363-5) . However, it has to be said that the different view, the 'policy engineering' view, is put forward with persuasive vigour. It can be traced back to the work of Coyle (1977) and Lyneis (1980) and subsequent works, particularly those arising in the legal arena and involving the dynamics of project management, have offered a clear statement of why forecasting is a legitimate aspiration for system dynamics with a coherent intellectual case to back it up (Lyneis, 2000; Lyneis, et al., 2001 and Stephens et al. 2005 ).
If we are not sure of the argument within the field then what are the chances of sustaining a position regarding what constitutes an appropriate policy insight for system dynamics modelling studies?
CONCLUSIONS
The founding literature of system dynamics establishes that models produce 'policy insights' which are qualitative in nature. However, sound as the underlying methodological reasoning is, the position produces difficulties. The quest for qualitative insights is arguably a distinctive feature of system dynamics. Yet for practical reasons it seems a hard position to maintain. Furthermore, in methodological terms there are plausible arguments behind an alternative view. The paper by Kopainsky et al. takes a clear view on what policy insights one should expect from system dynamics. Can we say as much about our field in toto? I suspect not. The difficulties discussed here lead to the conclusion that legitimate debate around this position is called for. The way forward is to take the issue on directly. As we move towards six decades of system dynamics practice we need to re-visit the field's methodology and obtain a deeper understanding of the theoretical case for the qualitative approach to model output. We also need an analysis of the published cases in the field -from the classics up to the present day -which records the nature of the 'output' that the modelling generated, and in what context. Then, perhaps, we may be in a position to provide an answer to the question: what is a policy insight.
